
Wearing a Mask at School Resources

Videos:

Flu�ster Wears A Mask
Julia from Sesame Street
Communities- learns how and
when to wear a mask.

Back to School PSA with Elmo
Elmo is ready to go to school with
his mask on but his dad explains
to him that sometimes we will

have to stay at home for the safety of everyone.

Healthy Habits with Grover PSA
Grover talks about handwashing,
wearing a mask and staying apart
from each other.

https://autism.sesamestreet.org/video/fluffster-wears-mask/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4l7Sy2gTBIE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGhzfjXSjGE


We Wear Masks- a social story
written by an OT
Slow paced description of why we
should all wear masks.

Songs:

The Superhero mask song by Laurie
Berkner

Good Looking mask by Brady Rhymer

The Superhero Mask Song by Miss
Jessica

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRqTSWb1Fdo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRqTSWb1Fdo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Hy7tw35nao
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Hy7tw35nao
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9NC-BmJzu4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_mRlXEacF4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_mRlXEacF4


Why Do People Wear Masks-Song &
Video

Books:

Heroes Wear Masks-Elmo's Super Adventure

A Little Spot Wears A Mask

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMVsCwKeARQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMVsCwKeARQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_j_gc2_f3Mc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_MZMQ6iI6kQ


Books Available in the Bloorview LLC

Virtual Copy
Suddenly, masks are everywhere. Are your
kids confused and anxious about wearing a
mask? Lucy's world turned upside down.
She's bored. She can't be together with her
friends. But when she finds out her mom is
making her a new mask her boredom turns
into excitement. Lucy loves masks! She dives
into her toy box full of costumes and opens a
world of imagination and make-believe
adventure, far beyond the walls of her room.
Of course, she doesn't realize that the mask
her mom is making is not a costume at all but

one that will keep her safe and make her a real-life superhero.

Virtual Copy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFjeJ4gugGM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Dr93J-uB30


During the COVID-19 pandemic, many children have been introduced to wearing face masks
and seeing others in masks. Author and illustrator Marla Lesage normalizes mask-wearing by
introducing young readers to artists, ranchers, pilots, welders, scientists and many more people
who already wear masks in their day-to-day lives. This delightful, rhyming picture book will help
explain to children why wearing a mask is important as we interact with others in our
communities. Readers will learn that, when they put on their mask, they are choosing to be kind
and considerate of others.

Virtual Copy

Whether you are a young person or parent, one of your
greatest fears is catching COVID-19, “the bad bug.” We
are all worried about our family, our friends, and
ourselves. How can we avoid getting sick? How can
children know what to do to stay safe and well? Patty has
the answers for you!

This is a book that hopes to provide perspective about
the current pandemic through the eyes of a young girl
named Rosie.

● No Virtual Copy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xg35sIs9zY

